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“If there is a sin against life, it is not perhaps so much to despair of life, as to hope for another life 
 and to lose sight of the implacable grandeur of this one.”  Albert Camus : Summer in Algiers.
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Fountain Road is a collection of film and print works created with chance, the journey and music 
at their core. 

The precious stone ... in infinite surround ... the river’s song ... the new road climbing ... as distant echoes 
from the sun repeat it’s only once ... the rain queen kiss your lips ... here in the only atmosphere that 
can breathe any charms...



S O N G S  F O R  T H E  H A R D  E A R T H
A N D  D R E A M I N G
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Songs for the Hard Earth and Dreaming came together via a journey through lyrics and film. Five songs 

and images that slowly interweave. It became a collaboration with Nick Rye who Thorp has worked 

with for many years. 
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Out at the limit he looks down 
at the precious stone
he sees the seasons
rolling on into one
and says if you see it clear
then it’s your home 
and says if you see it clear
then it’s your home
and this is your home
oh this is your home

in the winter
so close to the ground
in the cold blue light
look what I found
from carbon and water
to such a fine mind
look what I found
in infinite surround
in you
look what I found

T H E  L I G H T S



There’s some truth here
I tremble while I wait 
to touch your fate
drawn to a flame 
find it all, seek out now who cares
to touch your fate
tender and aware

for all this time
feel the river ride
you are my heroine
and I am yours sublime
feel the light, feel it as you ride
aching and impossible 
on the breath of time

T H E  R I V E R

aching like an angel see there’s beauty in the tears that fall so real
here in the garden as you grow I entreat you now to feel
the new road climbing see it rising now reaching out to you
the new road climbing, the sweet earth calling just for you

a fine truth here
crashing down so sure
by grace, by fire, by jupiter
you’re all that I live for
waking now, held by the river’s song
so violent, so gentle now
I’m lost and I belong

aching like an angel see there’s beauty in the tears that fall so real
here in the garden as you grow I entreat you now to feel
the new road climbing see it rising now reaching out to you
the new road climbing, the sweet earth calling just for you
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Drifting stretched out in some distant sound
on the water’s edge repeat and resound
as distant echoes from the sun 
repeat it’s only once
finite and magical in wonder could we find

the fine things, this feeling, just this feeling knows
all the fine things, the finite things for this time

on a glide you got me hypnotised
stay love stay love for the ride
as distant echoes from the sun
repeat it’s only once
finite and magical in wonder could we find

the fine things, this feeling, just this feeling knows
all the fine things, the finite things for this time

F I N E  T H I N G S

as I look into your eyes
all the things I realise
as I look into your eyes
I feel the power could be divine
the fine things

as I look into your eyes
all the things I realise

drifting stretched out in some distant sound
on the water’s edge repeat and resound
as distant echoes from the sun 
repeat it’s only once
finite and magical in wonder…
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The wind blows on a clear day
blonde and july
the fence sways and tamarisk
and you’re here on my mind

it’s easy to see you
rolling down the dunes
and into the shining ocean 
and you’re here on my mind

grass sway feel the wind song
the café the colours blurred
you’re turning and your hair flies

and you’re here on my mind
you’re here by my side
you’re here by my side

touch me…feel the wind song…
by my side 

JULY
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As we stand before the ancient sun
and I hold you in my arms
here in the only atmosphere
that can breathe any charms

from the desert to the concrete sky
the ice now catch alight
the streets awash with your vanity
laid waste by your desire

you stand before the ancient sun
the only god without a gun
as the rain queen kiss your lips
I reach out to your fingertips

as we stand before the ancient sun
and I hold you in my arms
here in the only atmosphere
that can breathe any charms

S TA N D  A N C I E N T

pray to the wisdom of the crowd
feel the heartbreak of the clown
now as the tiger leaps the cloud
I’m hanging upside down

how can you tear the city streets
I stand and bow to all beliefs
a tiny hair upon her head
more precious than your fucked up bed

as we stand before the ancient sun
and I hold you in my arms
here in the only atmosphere
that can breathe any charms
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T H E  F O U N TA I N  P R O J E C T
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The Fountain Project, inspired by the photographs of Edward Curtis and Touch The Earth (T.C. McLuhan) which 
Thorp found in a bookshop in Santa Rosa. The portraits entwine with the stars, swaying reeds and rolling ocean 
while the viewer creates a gentle melody as their hand passes over the light harp.

                       The Fountain Project was first installed in the James Turrell Skyspace at Tremenheere Sculpture Gardens
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S E V E N  B I L L I O N  N A M E S  O F  G O D . . .  A L L  T R U E
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An ambient film painting.  Filmed within the beauty of the Louvre, 
a cathedral, different people, looking up at the same ceiling, drawn 
from an older song …

“Stay now, new language rides out of the blue
believe it, It’s here for me and it’s here for you
believe it, believe it, humility can break the rules
believe it, believe it, humility can break the rules now,
can’t you see that it’s true, the mountain towers over you
can’t you see that it’s true, six billion names of god all true…”
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B A R D O  7 . 0 8
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Bardo 7:08 and The Pantheist are collaborations with artist Jesse Leroy Smith. 

Thorp approached Leroy Smith to work on a series of animated paintings depicting 
seven prominent religious faiths that could be superimposed together. Bardo 7.08 
and The Pantheist are the evolving results of a long conversation between them.
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THE PANTHEIST
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The days are short
the nights so long
the magic hour’s already gone
tell me how it feels to be alone

the road is blue
the ice so strong
sheltering is no way to belong
how does it feel

if you should ever feel
that you want me to 
I’ll stand by you

the nightingale has broken wing
the winter sky is closing in
in the middle of the road
do you think of me

if you should ever feel
that you want me to 
I’ll stand by you
and touch your frozen cheek
and take a tiny peek into
the way we knew.

Shelter was filmed and written in Berlin on a a bleak late winter journey through Europe

S H E LT E R
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A SELECTION OF COLLECTABLE WORKS

The Fountain Project - installation

Framed film works - displayed on ipad

Original polaroids

Duratran light boxes

Framed prints

Window mounted prints





                             Framed video work



        Polaroid
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ROGER THORP ARTIST’S STATEMENT 

Roger Thorp’s artistic practice is drawn from the European Cinema and rock poets of the latter half of the last century and 
expressed through a visual interpretation of his own poetry. He is led by a hopeful intuition, working on a hunch. Art, to touch 
the senses, exposing our proximity to nothingness. 

I can’t tell a truth
Other than there’s just one place
One place that we all know
If there is beauty growing
In the light of the gas giant
Hold, gaze and forever

Art. Eternal art. Long live life.  The sun is king, the rain is queen. The need to relearn this in a 21st Century way. Look to the 
stars (the old heavens), at our chance to see who we are. In his installation Dwell he asks ”what do you feel when cold and all 
alone you gaze at the stars in a clear winters sky”. To reclaim the grace of humility and wonder in a world littered with detritus; 
careless visual pollution, toxic dreams and aspirations where the prowess of the absolute self is deemed the ultimate. 

Cinema. The road, the endless sea.......alone in a darkened room, waiting for light to flicker through the darkness onto the 
screen. Reverence and quietude. These religious moments with stories from distant lands that somehow reveal themselves in a 
modern day altar, the Fountain Project, the ability and desire to create one’s own slowly transient offering.

Cry me a colour feed me with love
Sing me a dream sent from above
I’ll buy you a planet your special place
And bring you a movie all wrapped in lace

Time. To dwell on the image…“to discover the subject more deeply”. His belief is that we should look more closely at things by 
slowing down...to absorb the moment and find the wonder…and he hopes to offer the viewer the chance to do this, if only for a 
little while. 

As time slips over rock 
he feels primordial driving
pulled flat against the stone
the moon is rising as gravity
holds him down the motion
never stops as he feels no self
just energy, climbing up
and diving down on the hill
where the bell stopped ringing 
and the river begins…
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QUOTES

“For one evening only James Turrell’s Skyspace hosted video and soundworks of majestic scale and impact. The 
audience lingered longer than was needed or usual, clearly spellbound by the quiet power of the occasion. Beautiful, 
hypnotic and magical were the words I heard later as folk yielded to the pressing need to describe the experience.”   
Neil Armstrong, Director, Tremenheere Sculpture Gardens

“It makes you understand what is truly important”

“It made me cry! In a beautiful way!”

“I love this work, like looking into a fire, being absorbed by its energy.  An ecstatic moment…”

“We each saw something different but came to find the same beauty…”

“We spent much time with this piece of art and shared the feelings and visions that it evokes. It moves with a beauty 
of slowness.”
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SONGS FOR THE HARD EARTH AND DREAMING
Live film and music installation and installed triptych
Music production, arrangement and editing Nick Rye

THE FOUNTAIN PROJECT
Interactive sound and vision
Light Harp engineered by John Danning
Projection software consultant Tom Harding

BARDO 7.08 and THE PANTHEIST
Film, oil paint animation
Collaboration with Jesse Leroy Smith

Special thanks to La Dolce Berlin, Giovanni Morassutti, Francesca Tasini,  Valerio Mazzetti Rossi, Pia 
Thome, Is It So Collective, Olav Gude Gudeson, Marit RØnning, Martin Samuels, Richard Meyrick, Flora 
Fricker, Summer Lee Brooks, Lucy (for helping to realise this), Rosa, Joe and Freddie Thorp

A C K N O W L E D G E M E N T S

Nick Rye is a multidisciplinary artist, based in London, who has worked extensively in UK and the United 
States, principally NYC and Philadelphia. He has been recognized for work as an artist, musician and 
sound designer, including work on numerous Broadway and off-Broadway productions.

Jesse Leroy Smith portrait images begin with his family and friends but adopt references to a host of 
heroes from movies, music and literature and draw upon his travels abroad and from ancient religious 
iconography. His traditional methods develop into paintings on copper, mirrors and collaborations into 
animation, film and posters. He lives in Brighton and has his studio in Newlyn, Cornwall where he is 
currently exploring the mining legacy there in multi media artworks funded by Arts Council England and 
Cornwall Mining World Heritage Sites. He exhibits internationally and curates immersive multi-media 
shows in abandoned and transitory venues. 
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GALLERIES

Ber l in  -  La Dolce Ber l in :  ht tps : / /ar ta ia ladolceber l in .wordpress .com

Copenhagen : p lease see www.roger thorp.net  for  deta i l s

Os lo -  I s  I t  So Col lect ive : ht tp : / /www. i s i t socol lect ive .com

Roger Thorp i s  represented in  UK by Anima Mundi : 
ht tp : / /www.an ima-mundi .co.uk

For updates p lease v i s i t : www.roger thorp.net /europe

For in format ion p lease emai l : roger@l i t t lesongf i lms .com




